
My Special Wood –(Glenn Park, Stroudsburg, 
Pa.) 
                 By Marjorie B. Kaplan 
 

Walking steps were e’re trusted and ne’er found as odd, 

As I sought the freedom of my special wood; 

Green wall of laurels and layers and leaves, 

To some seem as nothing, to me the real thing; 

For at once began sighing with own sodden sound; 

The air in-between the trees once spoke aloud, 

And it washed over me like a season’s warm rain, 

And everything’s different while staying the same; 

With footfalls and heartbeats didst dawn to unfold, 

Once obscured mystery of path untold; 

And with lofty ascent bestowed its mist, 

The Soul of the wood bespoke its bliss. 
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   “ I cannot say that I love hiking as much as I love 
hiking at Glen Park. Here resides years of memories of 
misty mornings, that the wood shared with me, as I 
followed its trails walking with my favorite dogs. In 
fact, it remains one of the many reasons that I chose 
to move to the area; Still, after all these years, the 
special atmosphere of Glen Park, aptly named for its 
forested sloping gullies and glens, seems to bless me 
as I revisit it. Before the Stroud Region Greenway was 
established, I was drawn to this wood with its thick 
walls of Mt. Laurel, our State Flower; Lining its trails to 
follow Brodhead Creek, the verdant slopes seem to 
release a rarefied air that creates its own aura. 
Especially during the upheaval and isolation brought 
by the Covid pandemic, I have found Glen Park to 
remain, its misted trails waiting kindly for me like a 
welcome friend. The thickened laurel continues to 
greet me with its solid wall of green; And more than 
once I could see, feel and smell its spaces between 



the growth; The very air seemed to answer the 
question that its forested roots had begun. This then is 
the soul of my special wood.” 

My Special Wood (Glen Park, Stroudsburg, Pa.), was 
written during the current pandemic time, and it 
expresses the poignancy of the Covid-19 pandemic as 
the backdrop of hiking in our beautiful Pocono 
Mountain region. This poem was created in answer to 
a creative project given to attendees, to compose an 
original poem after leaning a variety of classical and 
modern poetic structures, as taught in the ‘Poetry and 
Posies’ TOALC on-line class offering in the Summer of 
2020, by presenter Rosalyn Henley. 
 

 
                                


